Introduction
Core annular flows (CAFs) are immiscible two-fluid flows in a cylindrical tube in which one fluid moves through the tube core and the other liquid occupies the annular region surrounding the core. If a constant pressure gradient causes the flow, an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is available with the interface between the two fluids being perfectly cylindrical. A considerable amount of research has been applied in an effort to characterize the instability of such perfect CAF arrangements.
There are many technological applications where the CAF serves as a useful model for the dynamics, such as, lubricated pipelining, concurrent flows in packed beds, coating processes, and liquid-liquid displacements in the presence of a wall-wetting layer in porous media, to mention a few. The important theoretical question lies in the prediction of whether the core-annular geometry will be realized or whether the flow will break up into a slug or emulsion flow.
Experimental
and theoretical studies indicate that the main physical parameters that affect the stability are capillary forces, viscosity differences and density differences between the phases. The effect of viscosity differences was first studied by Yih (1967) Chen (1992) . These authors use numerical and long-wave techniques to produce a detailed picture of the linear stability to mainly axially symmetric perturbations. The authors find that there are essentially two competing mechanisms at play: (i) Capillary forces which destabilize long waves and are, to leading order in the interracial deflection, independent of the basic flow, (ii) Viscosity differences which provide a jump in the leading order axial velocity perturbation which destabilizes short waves and can also destabilize long waves when the annular fluid is the more viscous (long waves are stabilized by these forces if the core fluid is more viscous). The studies detailed above show that the interaction of these mechanisms can produce a window of linear stability which can be explained as follows: in situations when the annular fluid thickness is much smaller than the core radius and its viscosity smaller than that of the core fluid, the viscosity difference mechanism provided by the axial velocity jump (see above) causes a stabilization of long waves (which would have been unstable otherwise due to the capillary instability) at sufficiently large Reynolds numbers.
As the Reynolds number increases further the flow becomes unstable to the short wave mechanism. It is established, therefore, that the flow parameters can be chosen so that the flow is linearly In this limit the film dynamics reduce to those given by lubrication theory and a matching can be achieved analytically between film and core dynamics to produce an evolution equation for the scaled interracial amplitude y(t, z) where t is time and z axial distance, which can be written as
where 0 < v < 1 is a parameter inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength and m is the viscosity ratio of core and film fluids. The last term arises due to viscosity differences and is a linear pseudo-differential operator with a known spectrum (see PMR and also below). The annular fluid satisfies a no-slip velocity condition at the cylinder wall and the core velocity must remain finite at the axis of the cylinder.
The interface conditions dictate that velocity and tangential stress be continuous, so that
The surface tension cr between the fluids induces a jump in the normal stress at the interface, 
and
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following non-dimensional parameters:
The non-dimensional groups above represent the thickness of the undisturbed annular fluid, the viscosity ratio between film and core fluids, the non-dimensional frequency of the backgound oscillatory pressure gradient, a Reynolds number based on core variables, a non-dimensional amplitude of the backgound forcing and the Stokes layer thickness (proportional to 18]-½. The non-dimensional form of the exact solution is
In the expressions (8) and (9) the constants A, B, C are the non-dimensional versions of (5), (6) and (7) and are obtained by the replacements #1 _ 1, #2 _ m, fllR1 _ fl and fl2R1 _ flv/-rna and fl2R1 _ vr-mfl. Note also that when A = 0 the steady problem is recovered as expected. Consider next a general unsteady axisymmetric CAF so that the velocity in regions j = 1, 2 is given by (U,V,W)j(r,z,t) with the interface positioned at r = S(z,t). equations in the core are
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The Navier-Stokes 1 ]
We now non-dimensionalize fluid velocities by W0, the basic steady flow evaluated at the axis of the core (see (3))
The length, time and pressure scalings are R1, R1Wo 1, and pW 2 respectively, and we define the 
The equation of continuity in the core and annulus reads
The velocity (U2,V2,W2) satisfies no-slip at the cylinder wall and (U1,1/1,1411) must remain finite at the axis of the core. Using the notation
the continuity of radial velocities, axial velocities, tangential and normal stresses at the interface are
where J = (rpR1/# 2 is the non-dimensional surface tension parameter. The system is closed by imposition of a kinematic condition stating that the interface is a material surface,
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The thin film limit
The full nonlinear problem (10), (11), (12), (13), (15) We proceed, then, by formulating the stability problem for oscillatory core-annular flow where the annular layer is thin, referring to this layer as the film. In this regime a = 1 + e with e _ 1 so that the film has thickness O (e) and we introduce a strained local coordinate y given by To facilitate the balance of terms, a Taylor expansion about the unperturbed position r = 1 is used to describe the interface conditions.
For example the undisturbed film velocity at the interface
WI(S(z, t)) may be written as the sum of the steady and unsteady parts
w (r,t) = (r)+ (r,t),
and the kinematic condition (16)becomes
It follows by leading order balances (see PMR for further details) that
where r is the long time scale for the temporal instability.
The oscillatory unsteady flow is of the form exp (i_t), and in the analysis that follows we consider low frequency oscillations so that _t ,,_ 1 with _ = e2_0 . Noting that
•
we transform the coordinate system to one which oscillates and moves down the core with speed 2em -1 + 0 (e2), by introducing the transformation
With respect to this oscillating frame of reference the leading order kinematic condition reduces to 07 + _--_cos(a07) _.
An evolution equation for _(z, t) follows from (20) once 9 f is expressed in terms of _/. This is achivable by matching with the core dynamics as described next.
Slow flow, moderate surface tension
Consider first the case when Re become ,,_ e and J N 1. The perturbation velocities in the film and core uj = us = _4us0+.-., (21a)
.t
ii _ /, and R_ (17) yields the following leading order solutions in the film,
= At and A = 0 (1). Substitution of (21a-c) into (12)-(14) along with the local film scaling
Uso -
The solution in the core is found in Fourier tangential stress to determine the function space and couples with the film through the balance in
Substitution of (22a-c) into (10), (11) and (14) gives the following leading order core problem
Or Oz which is to be solved subject to the continuity of velocity conditions
Defining a streamfunction ¢ in the usual way,//co 1 0¢ Woo 1 o__¢_ the system (27a-c) yields 
The leading order radial velocity perturbation in the film is then evaluated at y = 1 and on elimination of A(z,t) from (23)- (25), (26) and (28) can be written in the form
(1)
where the the kernel N (k) is given by 
and substituting (29) into (31) yields the desired evolution equation
It should be noted that (32) is a long-wave equation since it has been derived by assuming that the radial lengthscales in the film are much smaller than the axial ones. The validity of this assumption is checked a posteriori by studying the solutions of (32) and showing that no infinite slope singularities will arise. This has been proven for the KS equation analytically (see Introduction for references) and we provide evidence that this is also true for (32) from our extensive numerical work (see later).
3.2
Moderate flow, large surface tension
The analysis presented in the previous Section applies also, with minor modifications when R_ ,-_ 1 and J _ !. For brevity we present the essential differences and refer the reader to PMR for a £ complete derivation.
The dynamics in the film as well as the asymptotic solution there has the same form as above. Coupling between film and core is still achieved through the tangential stress balance and the normal stress balnace yields a pressure jump as before. The main difference is in the core dynamics: Since the Reynolds number is O(1) now, the equations governing the perturbation there are the linearized steady Navier-Stokes equations (see PMR). The perturbation equations apear steady by virtue of the time-scale of the evolution. In particular, the core variables expand
The time-scale transforms according to the change of reference frame given by (19) and substitution of this along with (33a-c) into the core Navier-Stokes equations (10)- (11) together with the intrduction of the streamfunction ¢ defined in Section 3.1, yields
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Solution of (34) is achieved by taking the fourier transform in z and the final evolution equation is obtained after satisfaction of all the boundary conditions (see PMR also). The result is
The kernel N(k) appearing above is expressible in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function and two auxiliary integrals given below, (2-f)G'-AG = 0,
with primes denoting f-derivatives. Note that in order to solve (36) the kernel N(k) need only be computed once, given a value of v. This was done, in the absence of background fluctuations, by -, F,,i . i¸,
PMtt where it is shown numerically that the effect of the kernel (physically this is the viscosity stratification mechanism) is to organize the evolution into travelling waves for a wide range of parameters.
Analysis of the evolution equations
The time evolution of the interface position _?is described by equations (32) and (36). The following change of variables yields the canonical equation (39) given below
where L is the unscaled wavelength of the interface.
where
According to the change of variables above, we choose to construct solutions of equation (39) As a result of this it can be concluded that when v > 1 solutions will tend to a uniform steady state and nontrivial dynamics first enter when _ crosses below unity and linearly unstable modes are activated.
The main purpose of this Section is to gain an understanding of the dynamics of the OSCKS equation. Due to the nonlinear nature of the problem we undertake extensive numerical work, but before presenting such results we consider the limit v --* 1-which can be described analytically. 
Asymptotic
This is a two-dimensional dynamical system and our main concern is with the behavior at large times which provides, the features of the attractor for this range of values of v. In the context of the Galerkin approximation the system (41a-b) is exact; its validity hinges on the fact that there are only two modes of importance, something which can be true if v is near 1 and el is small.
In practice el need notbe asymptotically small for the two-mode truncation to be a reasonable approximation; this is shown later (see Figure 2 ) by a computation with el = 0. 
where the multiple scales are given by
Substitution of (42a, b) into (41a-b) yields the following equations to leading order 
It can be seen from (43) that Alo is independent of tl and it follows from (45) that
where 51 7 = "144 + Wl 2"
The value of K1 in (47) is fixed by the initiM conditions and does not affect the large time behavior of the solutions. With A20 available, then, we turn to (44). Since Alo is independent of tl, solutions of (44) will become unbounded as tl increases unless a secularity condition is satisfied. This arises by setting to zero terms in the forcing function which do not involve tl; this is shown explicitly below by a re-grouping of terms in (44).
where The secularity condition is, then,
which gives the following explicit solution for Alo,
where K2 is fixed by the initial conditions.
With Alo and A20 known, higher order terms can be caaculated by direct integration and application of secularity conditions where necessary.
Of particular interest is the comparison between the asymptotic solutions just described and the numerical solutions of (41a-b) for small el. For large times the leading order solutions are
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Numerical methods
The following Galerkin approximation is used to approximate solutions with zero mean
N u(t,x) = _ (ak(t)sin(kx) + bk(t)cos(kx)). (50) k--1
When m _ 1 the solution contains both sines and cosines whereas when m = 1 the symmetry of (39) allows odd-parity solutions for which bk = 0 in (50). Such odd:parity solutions would evolve from odd-parity initial data for instance; general initial conditions, however, require both sines and In Table 1 we provide some representative behavior for odd-parity solutions generated by the initial condition u(0, x) = -sin(x); these results are discussed in Section 5.2 below. General initial conditions were also used to compute asymmetric profiles; in many instances the initial conditions are taken to be random and so the attractors we compute and describe below in Section 5.3 and Figure 3a where the evolution _2_ u2(t x)dx say, is plotted for two different frequencies, of the energy of the solution, E(t) = _ Jo _ , w_ = 1,2. It is found that E(t) is periodic of period 2_. The spatial characteristics of the flow are preserved by the forcing as shown Figure 3b . This picture was produced as follows: If the flow is periodic in t, then u(t, x) = u(t + 2_ x_ and so plotting u(t, x) at time intervals separated by ¢o 1" , / 2__should yield the same curve as seen in Figure 3b . This oscillation is brought out more clearly in the phase plane plot which indicates high frequency oscillations modulated by a low frequency motion provided by the forcing. A convergence study was done to verify that the high frequency oscillations are present and not due to numerical errors.
In fact the modulated high frequency response is shown to be quasi-periodic by the return map of the energy minima shown in the last of Figure 9 . The nonlinear travelling Wave in the absence of forcing, then, is found to still preserve its travelling character as expected but also oscillates in time quasi-periodically.
A picture of the wave motion is provided in Figure 10 there is frequency locking this is at the driving frequency, for a wide range of parameters.
• i In addition is is essential that the values o f the minima be found with enough accuracy from the computation -see accuracy requirements belo w.
The simple example of the logistic map serves as a useful illustration of the ab ove construction.
The logistic map produces a sequence of iterates {X_}l from the quadratic formula x_+l = 4#xn (1- 
